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Town Hall
Trinity Road
Bootle
L20 7AE

Date: 22 January 2018
Our Ref:
Your Ref:

Contact: Ruth Appleby
Contact Number: 0151 934 2181
Fax No: 0151 934 2034
e-mail:

ruth.appleby@sefton.gov.uk

Dear Councillor

SOUTHPORT AREA COMMITTEE - WEDNESDAY 6TH DECEMBER, 2017

I refer to the agenda for the above meeting and now enclose the final response from Mr 
Marrin relating to Public Forum Item 5c.
Agenda No. Item
 

a) Maureen I'Anson - Beechfield Gardens Petition  (Pages 3 - 4)

Yours faithfully,

Ruth Appleby

Democratic Services

Public Document Pack
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SOUTHPORT AREA COMMITTEE – 6 DECEMBER 2017

PUBLIC FORUM ITEM 5C

FINAL RESPONSE TO MRS I’ANSON 

COPY OF EMAIL SENT BY MR DAVE MARRIN – 22 JANUARY 2018

Dear Mrs l’Anson,

I now have all the information to complete my reply.

“More Regular Grass Cutting of the Grass Embankments”

The embankment was cut by the Councils  Grounds Maintenance contractors up until about 4 years 
ago, but due to changes / concerns in Health and Safety it was decided to leave to grow long. The 
Health & Safety risk assessment looked at  the unique nature of the banking. Ie. a 30+ degree 
embankment with a 4ft vertical drop at the bottom. An operative in a different part of the Country 
was severely injured when they fell off a similar wall whilst cutting with the machinery landing on 
top of them. Since this case it is no longer permissible to operate pedestrian or hand held machinery 
on banking with a gradient greater than 30 degrees. Ride on machinery is limited to gradients up to 
20 degrees.

Historically there was footpath along the top of the bank, which was used to operate a hover mower 
lowered on the rope, a common practice for bank cutting. However this became unworkable over 
time as many of the properties extended their boundaries over the path making large sections 
inaccessible.

There are positives to this as it gives biodiversity improvement and also financial saving. In Bloom 
judges have commented how good it looks, and it was a standout factor when Southport won the 
national In Bloom award in 2016.

However, there are also negatives, with an increase in unwanted plant species (bamboo, ragwort 
etc.). These can be manually cut out by hand but they return and can only really be negated from 
regular mowing. Colleagues will continue to hand weed any invasive species, but even this is 
technically considered as working at height and subject to other H&S risk assessment considerations.

Going forward – Colleagues have considered different cutting techniques over the last few years 
(remote control, flail) but none have proved successful. New machinery is being procured for the in 
house service and new tractor mounted machinery will be able to cut the bank from the base, but 
this may only have a limited reach, e.g. up to 4-6m depending upon access

“Entry / exit of Victoria Park once again to the general public throughout the year”

The Flower Show Company have agreed to ensure that the gate labelled at “Rotten Row Gate” 
situated mid-way between Duke Street and the Ho Lee Chow entrance, is made available throughout 
the day. It may take them a couple of weeks to get it in to their routine, but it will be opened shortly.
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Regards

Dave Marrin
Manager – Highways Management
Sefton Council
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